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Unleash your inner makeup diva with your own face charts just like the ones real makeup professionals use! Have fun designing fabulous looks with color pencils, markers, crayons, even real makeup! The MAKEUP ARTIST FACE CHARTS book includes 50 blank face charts and a product/color log so you can re-create any look. Also included are instructions and tips that cover:

- Which type of makeup to use for best results
- Which type of brushes work best for smooth application
- How to add any shade of skin-tone to a face chart
- How to create your own makeup portfolio inexpensively
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These face charts are great to have as a makeup artist to repeat looks and remember looks I did on a trial that I need to replicate sometimes as long as 2 months later on a bride. I just wish the binding was different because it’s hard to open and lay flat.

Great book for teens and or anyone wanting to learn new techniques/how to apply makeup. Recommend for gifts and makeup junkies.

I didn’t use this as intended. I gave it to my teen as a coloring book and it was a hit.
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